
Motion Bursts overlapped 
Mrs Ras



Choose a photo or 
a few pictures that 
demonstrate a 
movement.

Try searching for a “ 
brust mode 
photography”

Copy the image



Go to Illustrator  and 
open a new design

Choose print

Then a letter 
landscape format



edit> paste

Using your selection 
tool scale the image 
up… do not worry if 
the image goes 
beyond the rectangle 
of the page… that is 
ok.. You want your 
subject to be large.. 
We can move them 
and arrange them 
later



Ok lock the reference layer

Add a new layer (blank ) layer



Choose and 
set up your 
pen tool

Click to 
choose the 
pen tool

Change the 
fill to none 
and stroke to 
black or any 
color that 
you want



Choose the pen tool

Start to trace the 
edge of the one of 
the figures



Continue to trace the 
whole figure and 
remember to that 
this will be a shape 
so you must end the 
path where you 
began .  click on the 
first point when you 
end and it will close 
the shape



Choose the direct 
selection tool and 
click and drag the 
anchor points of the 
shape you just 
make to adjust the 
shape.  



Lock the layer and 
add a new layer

Choose the pen 
tool and begin to 
start tracing the 
next figure



Continue 
tracing 

You must 
make at least 
three 
silhouette 
figures



Remember to use the subselect tool to adjusts / perfect the shape 
by moving the anchor points



Once you have perfected the 
shapes toggle off / make 
invisible the photo later

Click right the right of the lock 
icon on the layer



Choose 
colors that 
are bright 
and 
saturated 



Using the selection tool 
drag the figures so that 
they kinda overlap each 
other 



On the top 
figure change 
the layer 
BLENDING 
mode to 
DARKEN 



Continue to 
move the 
figures until 
you like the 
overlapping



Once you 
arranged 
your figures 
so you like 
the 
overlapping

Select all

Object> 
rasterize

Make sure to 
click the 



Create a 
background


